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La – Z - Boy

“Lazy Devil” [STUD]
Quick, think of a word to describe Sherlock
Holmes.
Some words that likely came to your mind
are: detective, intelligent, clever, energetic,
smoker, consultant, high-strung, lazy.
Wait — lazy?
Yes, lazy.
Holmes himself admits to Watson in A
Study in Scarlet that he can be incurably
lazy:
“I’m not sure about whether I shall go.
I am the most incurably lazy devil that
ever stood in shoe leather—that is,
when the fit is on me, for I can be spry

enough at times.”
And there we have the wonderful dichotomy
of Holmes's character that makes him both
endearing and infuriating — a contradiction
of personality. The bringer of justice (while
breaking laws), the defender of British
government (but a proponent of the little
guy), and a natural athlete (who seldom took
exercise for its own sake).
So, is it any surprise that Sherlock Holmes
would call himself lazy?
Of course, he's not only lazy; he's lazy at
times. Even Watson understood that, as this
dialog from The Sign of Four indicates:

E – I – E – I – O

“small farmers, well-known” [SIGN]
“Yes, the reaction is already upon me. I
shall be as limp as a rag for a week.”
“Strange,” said I, “how terms of what
in another man I should call laziness
alternate with your fits of splendid
energy and vigor.”
“Yes,” he answered, “there are in me
the makings of a very fine loafer and
also of a pretty spry sort of fellow. I
often think of those lines of old
Goethe,—
Schade, daß die Natur nur einen
Mensch aus Dir schuf, Denn zum
w¨urdigen Mann war und zum Schelmen
der Stoff.
[“Alas, that Nature made only one man
of you, when there was material enough
for a good man and a rogue.”]
Perhaps Watson hoped that the shock value
of Holmes describing himself as lazy took
the focus off of he, the narrator.

Recall that during that first meeting, it was
Watson who first described himself as lazy:
“I keep a bull pup,” I said, “and I
object to rows because my nerves are
shaken, and I get up at all sorts of
ungodly hours, and I am extremely
lazy. I have another set of vices when
I’m well, but those are the principal
ones at present.” [Emphasis ours - Ed.]
Of course, this could have been a selfeffacing or overly self-critical assessment
from a former Army doctor, still recovering
from his wounds. An extremely lazy
individual wouldn't take up private practice,
nor would he put pen to paper to immortalize
the greatest detective who ever lived.
Meanwhile, we detect more than a bit of
laziness at Baker Street Elementary...
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ONCE AGAIN, I GOT IN TROUBLE TODAY
FOR NO REASON…

THE FIRST ADVENTURES OF HOLMES AND
WATSON
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STAMFORD, WHY ON EARTH DID
YOU TURN IN AN ESSAY WITH
ONLY 12 WORDS ??

NO REASON…

SHERLOCK, YOU’RE SMART… I COULD DO SO
MUCH BETTER IN SCHOOL IF YOU WOULD
SIMPLY DO MY HOMEWORK FOR ME… WE
COULD EVEN CHARGE IF YOU DID OTHER
STUDENT’S HOMEWORK…

STAMFORD, THAT IS WRONG
ON SO MANY LEVELS…

OH SURE ! TOSS MORALITY IN MY FACE,
SIMPLY BECAUSE YOU’RE TOO LAZY TO
DO A LITTLE EXTRA WORK…

I ACTUALLY HAVE
TO GIVE HIM
CREDIT FOR
TRYING…

HE DEFINITELY COULD
HAVE A CAREER IN
POLITICS…

